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Un-framing art :  Luxury scarf atel ier 
& art  studio.  Discover our many 
col laborations with artists .  L imited 
edition scarves & more.  
-  
by appointment & onl ine

Fol io /02 presents 11 l imited 
edition scarves in col laboration with 
five artists .



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

ROOTS

£785 ( including 20% VAT)

imited edition of 20

136cm x 136cm / 100% cashmere scarf

The artwork for this  scarf by Deni  Javas was or ig inal ly painted in watercolour,  mixing 

graphic l ines with washes in earthy tones.  Luxurious cashmere gives i t  a  soft warmth 

and enhanced texture to the artwork.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

SUMMER FROST

£695 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 20

136cm x 136cm, 100% si lk  chiffon scarf

The icy palette with r ich layering of brushstrokes,  in Mary Jones’  painting,  is  ful l  of 

movement,  rhythm and complex colours.  The translucent chiffon adds a third 

dimension to the brushstrokes as the scarf is  folded and draped.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

THE DESCENT

£395 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 45

136cm x 136cm, 100% modal  scarf

Darshana Shi lpi  Rouget ’s  geometr ic  art  for this  scarf,  p lays with tones,  l ines and 

perspective.  The matt texture and soft drape of this  fabr ic ,  transforms the geometr ic  

shapes and colours into fluid forms.  



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

MEANDER

£525 ( including 20% VAT)

edition of 20

136cm x 136cm, 100% modal  scarf

Darshana Shi lpi  Rouget ’s  composition of meandering l ines employs a r ich palette of 

contrasting tones to highl ight and play with abstract  forms.  The matt texture and 

softness transforms the art  into fluid forms.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

RICE PADDY

£645 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 100% si lk  chiffon scarf

Inspired by r ice paddy fields,  Darshana Shi lpi  Rouget ’s  scarf,  uses movement of l ines 

with ink brushstrokes and subtle shifts of colour stains.  The translucent chiffon adds 

a third dimension to the brushstrokes as the scarf is  folded and draped.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

AERIAL WEAVE

£395 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 45

136cm x 136cm, 100% modal  scarf

Darshana Shi lpi  Rouget uses warm autumnal  colours for this  scarf to echo aer ia l  v iews 

of landscapes,  carved up by field l ines and the weave pattern it  creates.  The matt 

texture and soft drape of this  fabr ic ,  transforms the shapes into fluid forms.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

AUTUMN'S RENDITION I

£695 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 20

136cm x 136cm, 100% si lk  chiffon scarf

This  scarf was inspired by late autumn’s bare trees.  This  rendition is  one of a ser ies of 

ink on paper by Darshana Shi lpi  Rouget.  The translucent chiffon adds a third 

dimension to the brushstrokes as the scarf is  folded and draped.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

REFECTION

£785 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 20

136cm x 136cm, 100% cashmere scarf

James T Murray’s  abstract  photograph of the reflected l ight through a gate,  creates 

layers of texture and tone.  Luxurious cashmere enhances the depth,  detai l  and 

r ichness of colour.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

DASHA-HARA

£825 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 20

136cm x 136cm, 100% cashmere scarf

This  painting by Babuj i  Rajendra Shi lpi ,  depicts the splendor of the traditional  festival  

of Dasera,  celebration in India.  Luxurious cashmere scarf,  captures the r ich colour and 

detai l  of this  coveted col lector ’s  piece.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

DURSAMJ -  A MEMORY

£680 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 30

136cm x 136cm, 100% cashmere scarf

Shagdarjavin Chimeddor’s  painting depicts a scene from his  native Mongol ia .  A team 

of horses is  painted in gestural  brushstrokes on handmade paper.  The drapes of the 

cashmere scarf br ing to l i fe the dynamic movement of the horses.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

MORINY HUCH -  HORSE POWER

£580 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 40

136cm x 90cm, 100% cashmere scarf

Raised within a traditional  culture of Mongol ian nomadic horsemen,  S.  Chimeddorj  is  

known for his  paintings of horses.  Here,  the composition depicts the bold forms of 

two horses in pr imary colours.  The cashmere scarf br ings the dynamic rhythm of the 

painting to l i fe as i t  is  worn and draped.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

COLLABORATION

At Alba Amicorum, our goal is to create
a platform where there is a cross-cultural 
involvement and exchange between 
artists of many disciplines, nationalities 
and generations using the scarf as a 
creative common ground. The drive 
underlying creation is the impulse to 
learn. Collaboration, in our experience, 
is the best way to learn.

We encourage your involvement and
can arrange meetings with the artists or
studio visits.

WHY ART ON SCARF

Art demands deconstruction and
reinterpretation of its subject.

A scarf by its very nature deconstructs
what is on its surface, including its own
predetermined boundary as it moves -
continuously, revealing new
perspectives and new interpretations
of the work of art.

By ‘unframing art’ we aim to create a
dialogue with the art and our collectors’
own personal interpretation and style.

ATELIER ALBA AMICORUM



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

A LIMITED COLLECTION

Our scarves are unframed works of
art, available in limited editions.
We authenticate each piece we sell with
a numbered certificate and every scarf
comes housed in a Japanese-inspired
archival wooden box.

Every detail has been given careful
attention and thought. Starting with
the art, we ensure the accuracy of
colour and select the most suitable 
fabric to communicate its essence. 
Each scarf is produced and hand 
finished in Italy.

WHY THE NAME?

Alba Amicorum, or ‘Books of Friends’, 
was a 16th century practice of 
contributing inscriptions, drawings, 
poems, literature etc, in a friend’s album. 
Both the contributor and receiver took 
pride in being a part of the exchange.

This idea of creative exchange, dialogue
and our impulse to collect and preserve
felt like the perfect fit.

THE FOUNDER

DARSHANA SHILPI ROUGET:

Having lived on three continents and
with many cultures, art is a common
thread in my life. I am a designer, artist
and collector, but collaborating with
other creatives is what I’ve enjoyed
the most.

Observing a canvas waiting to be
stretched and wanting to reconnect with
the many artist-friends spread across
the world, the idea of Alba Amicorum
was born.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

Special thanks to:
Joel Benguigui
Juliet Burnett
Iringo Demeter

I would like to invite you to preview 
the collection at our new atelier and 
showroom in Belgravia, London.

To make an appointment please call, 
text or WhatsApp: 
+447880552230
dsr@albaamicorum.com

Please subscribe for open studio 
dates and other events: 
AlbaAmicorum.com

12 Kinnerton Yard
(entrance at 33 Kinnerton Street)
London SW1X 8EB
United Kingdom

mailto:dsr@albaamicorum.com
https://albaamicorum.com
https://goo.gl/maps/6ZqHsBTvoxo5joid9



